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MUAB MONKEYS AR011 ND—Student dancers
practice the monkey in preparation for the first
U-M Coke .4 Go Go to be held in the Memorial
Union April 17. Students will be able to learn
Number 26
all the modern dance trends in an informaldiscotheque atmosphere. Informal dress is. appro-priate and rseryone is invited.
MUAB sponsors four-hour
discotheque--- Coke a Go Go
By BARBARA DODGE
MUAB's discotheque Coke A Go
Go will begin Saturday. April 17
at 8:00 p.m. in the Main Lounge
of the Memorial Union.
Coke A Go Go will take the
place of the Ace of Spades spon-
sored each spring by MUAB.
When questioned about the
change, Pat Carlin, president of
MUAB, said "MUAB has been very
successful in the past with the Ace
of Spades. However, we felt that
it was time for something new."
She went on to define a dis-
cotheque. Literally, a discotheque
is a French word meaning record
library. A discotheque is a night
club where one can dance and learn
the latest dances by watching dem-
onstration dancers.
A Go Go Clubs, as they are
commonly called, have gained in-
stant popularity and are setting a
trend which has swept across the
nation.
Following the same pattern,
MUAB's discotheque will include
four hours of the latest dances
featuring the Freddy, the Mouse,
the Jerk, and the Frog, with dem-
onstrations by Margo Delany, Mike
DeSisto, Diane Griffith, Brenda
King, Dean Stern, and Don
Vafiades, among others.
As the fad dictates, the atmos-
phere will be informal. Two rooms
of the Union will be used. Dancing
will take place in the Main Lounge.
Milsie will be provided by rec-
ords featuring disc jockey Bob
Dumais and will be piped into the
Coe Lounge where tables will also
be set up for students to relax. Ad-
mission is free and soft drinks will
be on sale.
Judy Taylor, MUAB's chairman
for special events, said that students
will be dressed in everything from
the fashionable new slip dresses to
cut off dungarees.
Mrs. Fern Barushok, MUAB's
program advisor, said that she and
the committee are delighted that
they can bring a discotheque to
Maine. She also mentioned that
future discotheques may feature
pop student art displays like many
other clubs throughout the nation.
AWS officers elected
By UNDA CARR
In Tuesday's AWS election, Barba-
ra Barth was elected president; Nan-
cy Shaw, first vice-president; Sharon
Dow, second vice-president; Cheryl
Connelly, secretary; and Joan Yer-
xa. treasurer. Barbara Ryder re-
ceived the American Association of
University Women Award.
Margaret Wilde is the new Ac-
tivities chairman; Sandra Dow, the
publicity chairman, and Pamela
Gould next year's publicity chair-
man. Cheryl English became the
new International Associated Wo-
men Student contact.
In the judiciary. Carla Tukey was
elected as Chief Justice and Kaye
Olsen as Secretary of the Judicial
Board. Next year's jury members
are seniors Jan Blake and Sue Mc-
Grath, juniors Marilyn Brown, Bar-
bara Lester. and Mary Ellen Peter-
son, and sophomores Patricia Ar-
bour and Judy Gibson.
George Crosby, director of stu-
dent services, spoke on amusing
letters that the University has re-
ceived at the A.W.S. assembly
Tuesday evening, and new officers
were announced by Barbara Rider,
the present A.W.S. president.
Other officers include:
A major change in the by-laws
for next year is the closing time for
women students. Because of drive-
ins and activities away from the
Bangor area, the sign-in time has
been changed from 12:30 to 1 a.m.
on Friday night: however, the Sat-
urday night closing time will re-
main at 12:30 a.m.
Other changes include the addi-
tion of another sophomore member
to the jury, the election of a vice-
chairman of each committee, the
changing of the time underclassmen
may sign out for lates from 7 to
10 p.m. and the opening of the
A.W.S. presidency to juniors be-
cause seniors often don't have the
time, or the interest necessary.
Another change is the handling
of lesser infractions of women com-
ing in late by the dormitory House
Council, sending only major offend-
ers before the Judicial Board.
By DONALD SHARLAND
This year's Maine Day, May 5, will highlight a colorful floatparade, a beard contest, mayoralty campaign and faculty skit.Float parades used to be a traditional part of Maine Day.This year the Maine Day Committee decided that it would onceagain include floats in the program.
Three candidates have entered the mayoralty race. DickHarrison will run as "Krandel" with the support of Aroo-stook Hall. Bill Hemmons of Theta Chi will run as "RobinHood", and this year's mayor, Sarge Means will run for re-election as "Archie Andrews" supported by Tau Kappa Ep-silon.
Maine Day will begin at 9 a. m. with games. Beside the stu-dent-faculty volleyball and Senate-administration softball game,Maine Day will feature new game events. All campus organiza-tions have been asked to delegate two members to represent themin the games.
A good crop of beards for the heard contest is expected.The beards will be judged by campus and guest beautyqueens from all over Maine.
Noon time will bring the smell of barbecuing chicken. Serv-
ing lines will start at the rear
of the fieldhouse.
The float parade committee has
sent letters to all housing areas in-
viting them to participate. Dormi-
tories may combine forces to sub-
mit a float. No more than two
dorms may join for any one entry.
They must present a joint sketch
of their entry before April 20.
The float committee is willing to
help groups having difficulty in se-
curing a truck for their float. Mem-
bers of the committee are: Owen
Wells chairman, Becky Gordon,
Paul Harnden, Pat Hamden, Pat
Garnache, Sue McGrath, Judy
Maines, Harry Ellsworth, Dick
Cook, George Clark, Dave Hodson
and Stan Wentzell.
Theme for the parade is "A
Maine Reflection and Projection."
Floats will be judged for aptness
of theme, originality and crafts-
rnamhip. Trophies will he award-
ed to the winning floats in three
divisions 3 dormitory, fraternity
and other organizations.
Eleven groups have indicated
that they will enter. Among the
entrants are the Colleges of Agri-
culture and Education. UMP camp-
us will make a float.
The program will be covered on
television.
The parade route will start in
the back of the Memorial Union.
(Continued on Page Eleven)
Two U-M women,
teaching hopefuls
head Senior class
Lurana Katherine Brower and
Marthe Anne Beaudoin have been
named valedictorian and saluta-
torium, respectively, of the class of
1965.
Miss Brower is a zoology major
and plans to do graduate work at
the University of Massachusetts in
preparation for a career in college
teaching. She has spent her sum-
mers working at the Maine Forest
Service's entomology laboratory.
She is a member of three of the
university's honor societies: Phi
Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, and
Sigma Mu Sigma.
Miss Beaudoin, a recent recipient
of a Fulbright Scholarship, is an
English major and is also working
toward a college teaching career.
She has been very active in the
Chorophonic Society. University
Singers. Chi Omega society, Sopho-
more Eagles, All Maine Women,
and Neai Mathetai.
She is also a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, and Sigma
Mu Sigma.
CLASS OF 1965 HONOR PARTS—Lurana Brower and Marthe AnneBeaudoin have been named •aledictorian and salutatorian, respectivelyof their graduating class. Miss Brower is a zoology major and MISSBeaudoin is an English major.
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Sophomore-freshman team to produce
University's yearbook next year
Sophomore Phyllis Mayo will be
editor of next year's Prism. Her
righthand man will be freshman
David Fenderson, new Prism busi-
ness manager.
Fenderson's selection as business
manager marks the first time a
freshman has held that position, ac-
cording to Dave Tolman, Prism
advisor.
Traditionally the junior class
handles the yearbook production.
Miss Mayo worked on her high
school newspaper, with the Newark
Evening News and has been on the
Campus staff for the past two years.
Fenderson, has had business ex-
perience in high school and is a
business major at U-M. He also
sold insurance for two summers.
Bonnie Glatz and Susan Rice
officially gave up their positions as
co-editors with the selection of Miss
Mayo. Fenderson replaced Junior
Paul Sullivan as business manager.
Miss Mayo says she does not
plan any drastic changes in the
Prism. She did indicate, however,
that she plans to stress photography
and hopes to improve the overall
appearance of the yearbook.
Greeks celebrate on small scale
This year's Greek Weekend will
be April 23-25.
Committee chairman, Flower
Wasylyshyn feels, "Something must
be made clear right now—it will not
be a 'big' weekend such as goes the
idea of a 'big' weekend."
Miss Wasylyshyn went further
to say. "All Greeks, for that mat-
ter, anyone who was here for last
year's weekend is aware of why
this Greek Weekend Committee is
handicapped. The budget is so
small that no concert entertain-
ment can be provided."
However, there will be a dance
on f- riday night.
The committee has been work-
ing long and hard," said Miss
Wasy I ysh yn, "trying to do as much
as it can with as little as it has.
We have come up with entertain-
ment for a dance which we think
will fill the gym with the sounds
college people like to dance to."
She added that. "Those who at-
tended last year's dance will re-
member what a great time it was
and the one we've planned should
be just as swingin'."
Joe Bentley and his band from
the Chez Paris in Waterville is the
name, and according to Miss Was
ylyshyn, "Those who have heard i
Making the summer scene and stealing it, too! Skim-
mer of Dacron polyester and cotton waffle weave
pique. Freshly collared with white rayon linen . .
accented with slot seaming.
Sizes 5-15 17.95
BEN SKLAR
OLD TOWN
Open Friday MI 9 P. M.
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'67 PRISM LEADERS—Sophomore Phyllis Mayo and freshman Dave
Fenderson have been chosen by the student-faculty committee on stu-
dent publications as editor and business manager of the '67 Prism.
They replace co-editors Sue Rice and Bonnie Glass, and business
manager Paul Sullivan.
$4.25
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play, well ... they can tell you how
boss the band's sound is."
The weekend will actually kick
off Wednesday, April 21 with the
lighting of the Greek Torch. Later
that night the IFC Sing will be held
in the Memorial Gym.
Sorority girls will waitress at
frats Thursday night. There will be
faculty guests at various houses.
The dance will be Friday night
from 9-1 a.m. in the Memorial
Gym, dress will be informal. The
fraternity chariots will be on dis-
play in the gym and will be
judged. An award for the best
decorated chariot will be present-
ed Saturday.
Also the Greek God and God-
dess candidates will be presented
and the winners announced at in-
termission.
Starting at 1 p.m. Saturday,
there will be chariot races and dur-
ing the heats sorority girls will par-
ticipate in a mock football game.
A baseball game with Connecti-
cut is scheduled for 2 p.m. Satur-
day.
The weekend will close Sunday
with the annual Panhellenic Sing
in the Memorial Gym from 2-4 p.m.
Miss Wasylyshyn strongly be-
lieves that, "Students should realize
that this is a 'building' weekend; a
last chance with the administration.
If this weekend is successful, that is
if people turn out for the planned
activities, especially the dance . . .
Greek Weekend, which has been a
part of Maine's social scene for
years, will continue in future years
... and, on a larger scale."
Student Senate
Joins Council
The Faculty Council has voted
to give the president of the General
Student Senate the right to vote at
all Council meetings.
President Lloyd H. Elliott, chair-
man of the Council said last Tues-
day that the Senate, a University-
wide organization, should be repre-
sented by a voting member, shov‘-
ing student participation in the
Council.
The Council also voted to ex-
clude " ... the University of Maine
School of Law's Maine Law Re-
view from the authority of the Stu-
dent-Faculty Committee on Student
Publications.
Elliott then reported that "There
are no dramatic developments to
record from the legislative scene."
He also mentioned the Engineer's
Council for Professional Develop-
ment team which will be on campus
April 26, 27, and 28 to evaluate
the engineering program and re-
accreditation.
A Senate notice was read noting
that the University of Maine Stu-
dent Chapter of Wildlife Society
has been approved for one year.
Stanley Sloan, president of the
Senate, informed the Council about
the Senate-instituted bill exempting
text books from taxes. The bill
came before the Legislature yester-
day. He urged all faculty in favor
of the bill to write to their repre-
sentatives.
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VISTA CONFERENCE—Campus reporter Nancy Cleaves interviewsVISTA's deputy director Edgar May and field recruiter Julia Davisat Augusta conference. Donald Sharland, Marvin Glazier, and PhilipBrockway, 1 - M's placement director, also went to the VISTA briefing.
Faculty slates booksale
to benefit Miss. NAACP
.1 faculty booksale will be held at
the Coffee House the 28th and 29th
of April, from 1 to 5 in the after-
noon and from 7 to 10 in the even-
ing. All proceeds from the sale will
be seat to the Laurel, Miss. branch
of the National Association for the
Advan(•:•ment of Colored People.
This will include a sale similar to
a rummage sale at which small
items including costume jewelery
and unopened bottles of perfume.
will be sold.
All Y011e wishing to donate books
or any suc h small items to be sold
VISTA calls to youth
for domestic service
By NANCY CLEAVES
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist
Edgar May. deputy director of
VISTA (Volunteers in Service to
America), last week told Maine high
school and college students gathered
in Augusta that the domestic peace
corps is the answer to John F. Ken-
nedy's command, "Ask not what
your country can do for you, but
what you can do for your country."
In an all-day conference designed
to acquaint Maine youth with the
role of VISTA in America. May
said, "We haven't been able to buy
our way out of poverty with wel-
fare checks, although we spend 5.5
million dollars in welfare each year
on eight million people."
"VISTA," May continued, •'ineans
help, a chance to make the individ-
ual count. The emphasis is on ser-
vice."
VISTA was born as part of Presi-
dent Johnson's war on poverty. The
plan is part of the Economic Op-
portunity Act of 1964.
NISTA volunteers are placed (at
the request of responsible local.
non-politically directed organiza-
tions) in urban or rural areas: men-
tal institutions; job corps centers:
refugee centers and migrant farmer
camps, and on Indian reservations.
NISTA has already committed
(cams of volunteers to work in
thirty-three local anti-poverty pro-
grams in twenty states, including
Maine. 3.5 million dollars has been
allotted for this year's operating
budget. Five hundred men and
women are now in training; five
thousand are needed.
Philip Conn, VISTA field re-
cruiter who acvompanied May, not-
ed that NISTA is ahead of the
Peace Corps at the same stage of
development in number of appEca-
tions (14,000 ).
Although we have succeeded in
creating awareness of slums, May
said, poverty in the minds of most
people connotates places like Har-
lem Ile pointed out that poverty
does noe exist in "pockets" but is
widely dispersed and tan be found
in Augusta. Portland. and smaller
communities in Maine.
Robert E. Brown, coordinator of
the Division of Economic Oppor-
tunity. added. "Many Maine com-
munities don't realize they're poor.
Its become a way of life to them.
The biggest need is to educate them
to what poverty is."
Deputy director May noted that
v.e are dealing with poverty today
that is caused by a lark of edtica-
tion rather than by a lack of jobs.
VISTA's prime targets are school
dropouts, minority group members
and de-skilled Americans who have
been replaced by automation.
"What relevance do classified ads
or job applications have for people
who can neither read or write?"
May asked.
VISTA volunteers apply for a
one-year period and must complete
four-to-six weeks of training. Train-
ing teaches volunteers to absorb
the habits and cultural background
of people, the particular conditions
of poverty, and its causes.
After completion of training, vol-
unteers may teach, or work in rec-
reation program development, health
and sanstation, and home economics.
Ccmn sees VISTA as "a great
door
-opener, especially for federal
welfare jobs." He also believes
VISTA is a possibility for college
sophomores or juniors who are un-
decided about their future and who
might otherwise drop out of school
for good.
N'olunteers work in a one-to-one
relationship with the natives of their
area, and are left mostly on their
own except for some local super-
vision. They receive a clothing al-
lowance, travel expenses, and room
and board in the community. They
also receive $75 per month and a$50 per month stipend is paid at the
end of the year.
Applicants for VISTA must be at
least 18. Married couples may not
apply if they have children under
18. No formal tests are given, hut
the applicant must fill out both a
preliminary and a final application.
Formal education is required only
in specialized areas.
Preliminary applications for this
June are still being accepted and
are available at the Placement
Office, 102 Education Building.
at a loss will find the Coffee House
open on Tuesday between one and
five for this purpose.
Professor and Mrs. Friedman and
Prof. and Mrs. Gregory are donating
large portions of their libraries to
this sale.
This will be a tremendous up-
to obtain English, history,
and foreign language books which
are in excellent condition. Home-
made cookies, cakes and coffee will
be served. Craft Show will be on
exhibition at the Coffee House at
the same time.
Panhellenic Council
installs new prexy
Nikki Gregory
The Panhellenic Council last week
installed Nikki Gregory as president
for the year 1965-66. She is a mem-
ber of Delta Zeta sorority.
Other new officers are Barbara
Bristol, Pi Beta Phi, vice-president;
Dawn Suci, Alpha Omicron Pi, sec-
retary. and Pat Cochrane, Alpha
Phi, treasurer.
The Council has 28 members in-
t luding three from each of the eight
sororities. Judy McCarty and Dean
Mary Zink are advisors to the Coun-
cil.
MAKE
VACATIONLAND
YOUR
VOCATION LAND
UNIVERSITY OF
MAINE
SUMMER /
SESSION
• ENJOY BOTH SUMMER STUDY AND
RECREATION
Earn degree credits in the stimulating climate ofMaine. Graduate and undergraduate courses at Orono
and Portland. Outstanding faculty with nationallyknown visiting lecturers. Conferences, institutes, work-
shops, assemblies.
• MODERN DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS
Special recreation and entertainment programs, Tours.Summer Arts Festival: concerts, lectures, exhibitions.Summer playhouse with professional productions ofBroadway musicals. Centrally located to lakes, moun-tains, and seashore.
• 12 WEEK SUMMER SESSION, JUNE 21 -SEPT. 10
Four 3.week sessions, Three 6-week sessions
For detaited information Write to:
DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSION
BOx 6 university of Maine, Orono, Maine.
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Classes travel to Capitol
By JUDY FRICKE
Wednesday morning two bus loads
of Maine students journeyed to the
state capitol to observe the workings
of the Maine Legislature.
The trip, organized by U-M his-
tory and government department for
members of American government
classes, was an all day affair. Buses
left the campus at 8:30 a.m.
In the morning, the students
watched the House of Representa-
tives and Senate in action. During
THIBODEAU'S
Barber Shop
Expert Barbering
8-5:30 Tues.-Thurs.
8-6 Fri. and Sat.
Closed Monday s
Foun BARBERS DAMN
35 No. Main St., Old Town
the afternoon they attended public
hearings of the legislature's stand-
ing committees.
Buses left Augusta at 1:30 for
the return trip to Orono.
A similar trip was conducted
April 7. One bus load of students
was transported to Augusta to at-
tend legislative sessions.
Both trips were made possible by
a grant from the National Center
for Education in Politics. The money
was given to the history and govern.
APPLIANCES
LINOLEUMS and RUGS
BEDS CHESTS DESKS
At Reasonable Prices
Free Delivery
ECONOMY FURNITURE
Railroad Station, Old Town
Tel. 827-2484
tnent department for conducting an
.ibservation program.
A group of senators from the Stu-
dent Senate rode to Augusta with
the government students. They went
along to attend the public hearing
of H.P. 1028, L.D. 1398 by the
Taxation Committee.
The bill, sponsored by Rep. John
B. Cottrell, Dens., Portland, Chair-
man of the Taxation Committee, is
an act exempting textbooks used its
schools of higher education front the
state sales tax.
Members of the Student Senate
attended the hearing as a lobby
group. Stan Sloan, president, and
Sally Flamand, treasurer, testified
before the committee on behalf of
University of Maine students. They
spoke for the bill.
Sloan asked the student senates
f Bates, Bowdoin and Colby to send
delegations to the committee hear-
tug, since they also would benefit
front an elimination of the tax on
books.
Zing into spring!
in a new Chevrolet
'65 Chevrolet Impala Sport Coupe
'65 Chadic Malibu 4-Door Station Wagon
'65 Chcry U Nora Sport C.,11
'67 Corrair Coral Sport CoupeIf you've been sitting tight waiting for just
your kind of car, with just your kind of power,
at just your kind of price—wait no longer!
Chevrolet. It's a bigger, more
beautiful car this year. Which
is why that handsome silhou-
ette could be mistaken for cars
costing a thousand—even two
thousand—dollars more.
Chevelle. This one's got lively
looks, spirited power, a softer
ride—and remarkable room
atop a highly maneuverable
wheelbase. No wonder it's
today's favorite mid-size ear.
Chevy 12. No car so trim has a
right to be so thrifty. But
thrifty it is, with money-
savers like brakes that adjust
themselves and a long-lived
exhaust system.
Corvair. Ask any '65 Corvair
owner how it feels to drive a
car with such easy steering,
tenacious traction and respon-
sive rear-engine power. And be
ready to do lots of listening.
RICA TIME TO TRADE
AT Vr,.r. ,En
Zing into spring in a mom Chevrolet, Chevelle, Corvair, Chevy At or 40111it•
Marthe A. Beaudoin awarded
Fulbright to study in France
Marthe A. Beaudoin, senior Eng-
lish major, has been awarded a Ful-
bright Scholarship grant for study
in France during the next academic
year.
MARTHE ANNE BEAUDOIN
Miss Beaudoin will specialize in
French language and literature at
the University of Grenoble. She
plans to continue her graduate work
in comparative literature.
MAKE FREESE'S
IN DOWNTOWN
BANGOR YOUR
IIEADQUARTERS FOR
FAMOUS SHULTON
PRODUCTS —
ESPECIALLY
THE POPULAR
'ice
LINE
She has been active, during her
four years at U-M, as a member of
the Sophomore Eagles, All Maine
Women, University Singers and
Chorophonic Society. Miss Beau-
doin is also a member of three hon-
orary scholastic societies; Phi Beta
Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, and Ncai
Mathetai.
Photo- artist
gives illustrated
lecture tonight
Paul Knaut, one of New Eng-
land's best known and popular
photographers, will speak tonight at
8:15 p.m. in Hauck Auditorium.
The Centennial Spring Arts Festival
is sponsoring an illustrated lecture
by this photographer- artist.
Knaut is widely known for his
color photographs of Maine. He
has done many tourist postcards
and scenes for the Viewmaster
Company.
Beauty is Knaut's subject—the
beauty of nature. His collection
numbers close to eight or nine
thausand transparencies. Moonlight
and mountains has been his special-
Esact knowledge and adroitness
with color film makes his pictures
d:fferent and unusual.
The pictures which Knaut will
show with his lecture, illustrate how
colors and tones change and inten-
sify not only from day to day but
also how colors can be changed by
time of day and angle of light. His
works present an amazing compari-
son of different weather conditions.
Mrs. Maine Club meets
The possibility of establishing a
scholarship fund for married stu-
dents will be the main topic under
discussion at the next meeting of
the Mrs. Maine club.
The guest speaker for the April
20 meeting is Dr. Richard Emerick
4,1 the Anthropology department.
The meeting will take place in the
Main Lounge of the Memorial
Union at 8 p.m.
Husbands and friends are invited.
Refreshments will be served.
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Young Democrats to host
Maine Secretary of State
On Thursday, April 22, at 8 p.m.in the Bangor room of the Me-
morial Union. the Young Demo-
crats will hold their monthly meet-ing featuring Maine Secretary of
State Kenneth M. Curtis as the
guest speaker of the evening.
Mr. Curtis, a prominent Maine
politician, ran on the Democratic
ticket last fall for the office of U.S.
Representative from the First Dis-
trict, losing by a narrow margin to
Sec. of State Kenneth M. Curtis
Cook directs
speech festival
Saturday, the 62nd Intercollegiate
Speech Festival will be held here
under the direction of Professor Ar-
lin Cook of the University's speech
department.
45 Maine high schools will be
represented by approximately 200
students. Oral interpretation and
oral reading of poetry, drama,
prose, public addresses and original
speeches will be part of the pro-
gram.
The University of Maine tied for
third place with Princeton Univer-
sity at the Norwich University
Novice Debate Tournament at Nor-
wich University in Northfield, Vt.,
last weekend.
Maine's negative team, Linda
Studley and Suzanne Hart, defeated
Westpoint, Newton College, Nor-
wich University and Princeton Uni-
versity. They lost only one debate
to Iona, the winner of the tourna-
ment.
Maine's affirmative team, Robert
Carlson and Larry Cole, won from
Brandeis, Albertus Magnus and the
University of Vermont. They lost
to Princeton and Bowdoin.
Maine finished with seven wins
and three losses.
A University of Maine novice
team will participate in the Maine
Intercollegiate Novice Debate
Tournament at Colby College to-
day.
There will be a meeting of the
University of Maine Horsemen's
Association Thursday, April 15th,
at 7 p.m. in the Union. Alejandro
Solorzano will speak on horse train-
ing. Members should bring $1.00
for dues. Everyone is welcome.
JAP '51ALLBULL
OF LIFE
FORMS
INSURANCE
11 Hammond St. • Tel: 945-4514i
Representing
The TRAVELERS INSURANCE Camila
HARTFORD. CONNVCTOCUT
the incumbent, Stanley Tupper.
Curtis was graduated from Maine
Maritime Academy in 1949 and
holds an LLB from the University
of Maine Law School.
Before assuming his duties as
Secretary of State, he practiced law
in Portland.
The Young Democrats extend an
invitation to all students to attend
this meeting.
Faculty shows
handicraft
A unique art exhibit of faculty
handcrafts opened last Friday at
the Coffee House. The display
scheduled to run through April,
features weaving, rugs, furniture
and silver work.
The Rev. John W. Pickering,
minister of the University's Prot-
estant Church and adviser of the
Coffee House committee, said that
the show is the first of a hoped for
annual affair.
A highlight of the show is an 8
by 6-foot shaggy rug made by Cyril
Friedman, assistant professor of
sociology, and his wife. The rug
has a semi-abstract design with var-
ious shades of vivid orange, brown
and red yarn. It is named "Flight."
Other works include furniture
and wooden bowls by Arlin Cook,
assistant professor of speech; silver
work by Doris Kaplan, lecturer in
diet therapy in the School of Nurs-
ing; weaving by Walter Whitney,
professor of English; tapestry by
Mrs. Helga Clark and Crewel em-
broidery by Mrs. Marisur Picker-
ing.
The Coffee House will be closed
tomorrow afternoon. On Sunday at
8:00 p.m. Stanley Sloan will speak
on student government.
Patronise your advertisers
1 everybody'sdoin' it . . .
.. Midge McFadden
SICK? Don't hesitate—go straight
to the infirmary.
Where else can one recuperate
under the care of understanding
doctors, fun-loving nurses, and one
handsome vampire who extracts
blood for mono checks? After
residing there for five days, two
friends and I have decided to apply
to the infirmary for housing next
year.
Seriously, don't avoid the plate,
but don't overrun it either. There
may be NO room for you; the
infirmary has beds for only twen-
ty-five patients. That is less than
half of one per cent of the stu-
dent body. Heaven help us if an
epidemic hits!
Looking for something to do this
weekend? Drop in at MUAB's
"Coke A Go Go."
Members of Sigma Phi Epsilon
and their dates will forget the snow
and rain Saturday night at their
annual HAWAIIAN PARTY. Clad
as natives, the group will enjoy a
several course Luau and dancing.
Chi Omega and Alpha Phi
pledges were initiated last week-
end. All sororities except Phi Mu
have now had their initiations.
Alpha Chi Omega's newly in-
stalled officers: Jinny Yeaton, presi-
dent; Cathy Roberts, first vice presi-
dent; Marybelle Walsch, second
vice president; Mary Dannert, treas-
urer; Brenda Bennett, corresponding
secretary; Judy Roberts, recording
secretary; Judy Fricke, Lyre editor;
Claudia Jameson, historian; Pam
Ebbeson, chaplain; Ency Whitehill,
warden.
PINNED: Sharon Dow, Chi
Omega, to Dick Brewer, Kappa
Delta Phi at ASTC, Presque Isle;
Linda Baldwin, University of Ver-
mont, to Karl Weber, Alpha
Gamma Rho.
ENGAGED: Jeanne Woods. Pi
Beta Phi, to Dan Boobar, Sigma
Phi Epsilon; Mary Kate Foote, Pi
Beta Phi, to Dick Faloon, Sigma
Phi Epsilon; Martha Hunt to David
Dinsmore; Joyce Jordan to Mid-
shipman Daniel E. Struck, Maine
Maritime Academy.
BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
Complete Office and School Supplies
Newly Relocated In Our New Store At
14 State St.. Bangor
OFFICIAL
U-M
CLASS RINGS
by HERFF JONES
Your Representative On Campus
JOHN JAKUBOWYCZ
Lambda Chi Alpha
Tel. 866-4434
— Ring orders delivered in four weeks —
— MEMORIAL UNION LOBBY —
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
So great to wear
•you want 3evera pair
114
wwW
RAHR Wa 14
with,
FaraPress
TM
Never
Need
Ironing
They're ironing while
they're drying
Trim, comfortable Farah
Walk Shorts are sharply
styled of ideal warm
weather fabrics.
Wear 'em, wash 'em and
they're ready for fun
again without ironing.
POPULAR SOLID COLORS $500
YARN DYED WEAVES IN $600STRIPES AND PLAIDS
FARAH MANUFACTURING CO.,INC.• EL PASO, TEXAS
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Art show return
not permanent:
sculpture gone
Those who noticed that the Stu-
dent Art Exhibition had a return
appearance in the Union at the be-
ginning of the week and thought
Fritz Momson's sculpture had been
returned were wrong.
Fern Barushok, Head of MUAB,
said she felt obligated to have the
exhibit for the annual Farm and
Home IA eek. She put the art
back on the walls to cover the
little t, ped
PLANNING A PARTY?
The
PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
has any and all
Party Supplies
and Decorations
SECOND FLOOR
13 Hammond St. Bangor
Maine's Most Complete
Card Shop
Arts festival features British actors
In Shaw, Beckett, O'Casey production
By DAVID KIMBALL
Theatre Group 20, of London,
England, will present a program of
three playlets in the Hauck Audi-
torium on Wednesday, April 21, at
8:15 p.m.
The production is sponsored by
the Spring Arts Festival Committee
and no admission will be charged.
The Group is comprised of
twelve young British actors who
share equally the responsibility of
managing and running the com-
pany. All have studied for three
Bowling Lanes
Bangor-Brewer
STUDENT'S
SPECIAL
MONDAY-FRIDAY
250 Incl. Shoes
Just say you're from the U of M
Dial 989-3798
Bar Habor Rd., Brewer
in in. s • 
...KAM
For 20th Century Individualists!
new 
.2Carv
-ed'
DRAM DIN.‘JOND FQNGS
For love's sake any girl would accept e,.en an ordinaryengagement ring —squat-looking, uninspiring. But, in herheart, she hopes for an extraord,nary ring which willcompel the admiration ot all.
ArtCarved Dream Diamond Rings are extraordinary. Shun-ning the excessive metal and gingerbread of ordnary ringsthey delight the modern eve. Pure in form, elegantly sc.ulp-lured, they express the taste of our time.
Keep this ad for comparison! See our new sh,les at yourArtCarved jeweler before you decide. Each from S150. Forfree illustrated folder write to ArtCarved, Dept. C, 216 UM45th Street, New York, N. Y. 10017.
Bangor
(:rosin Roberts Jewelry
I .ir.bon
Jeplin.ttnt.., Inc.
Presque Isle
Brown's Jewelry
I.rwimon Ptortl.ond
E. Ilaribault. Jelsrler Carter Brother..
S.Ifl ford
Earle K. 1111,...e
years under the direction of John
Blatchley and Yat Malmgren at
Drama Centre, London.
Their work is founded on three
major approaches to acting: move-
ment, principles of improvisation—
SHIVAUN OTASEY — Daughter
of the late playwright, Sean
O'Casey, she stars in one of her
father's last plays, "Figure in the
including the use of comic and
tragic masks, and the methods of
Stanislavski.
The program will consist of The
Inca Of Perusaletn, by Shaw,
Figuro In The Night, by Sean
O'Casey, and Samuel Beckett's
From An Abandoned Work.
Figuro in the Night has been per-
formed in the United States only
JAMES MAGUIRE — "From an
Abandoned Work" will be the
 ologue selection done by Ma-
guire here.
FORMALS AND PARTY DRESSES
4 "follow-me—
 gown of crepe with feminine
ruffles and a detachable fly-mray back panel.
Empire waistline and controlled skirt. .4
sample from our rast selection of short and
bong formals.
CUTLER'S
(11.1) Tow ti
once at a private matinee. Theatre
Group 20 is the first major produc-
tion of it to be seen. It is one of
O'Casey's last plays and his daugh-
ter, Shivaun O'Casey is a member
of the cast.
From An Abandoned Work is a
monologue, and will be done by
James Maguire. The play is beingdone for the first time in America
The plays in the Group's reper-
toire were rehearsed for fourteen
weeks in London and were pre-
sented there before the companyleft for the United States,
MCA Notice
Rev. John Pickering announcedtwo services for Holy Week. Thefirst, on Maundy Thursday will be
at 9:15 p.m. in the MCA building
Transportation from the Union willbe provided at 9 p.m.
Drummond Chapel will be openfrom noon to 3 p.m. Good Friday
with special recorded music for any
who may wish to drop in for med-itation.
Campus spying for spies
Because of an increased num-
ber of holes into which we can
poke our noses, the Campus is
desirous of having a few young,
tender souls who wish to make
their way in the journalistic
world. Those wishing to become
reporters should contact Ellen
Toomey, at 4 Fernald hall.
Soon!
Students lobby for
tax-free texts
Students from Bates, Bow-
Join, Colby, University of Maine
in Portland. and the University.
of Maine in Orono met in Au-
gusta yesterday to lobby in
support of the sales tax exemp-
tion for textbooks.
Student -Senate President Stan
Sloan organized the meeting
one of the initial efforts of
such in-state collegiate co-
operation.
Senate Treasurer Sally Fla-
round addressed the group of
legislators gathered for the
hearing sponsored by the tax-
ation committee.
Watch next week's issue of
the Campus for more com-
plete coverage.
A.PP
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Committee of One Hunded urges
big thoughts in higher education
The University of Maine's Com-
mittee of One Hundred met for the
second time in Portland on April
10 to discuss the "Crash Program."
The first meeting was held at U-M
last October.
Professor Eugene Mawhinney of
the history and government depart-
ment was coordinator of the meet-
ing.
The morning session, conducted
in the School of Law, consisted of
two speakers, Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott
and Senator Roger V. Snow, Jr.,
and a question and answer period.
Snow, chairman of the Education
Committee of the 102nd Legisla-
ture, discussed the crash program.
Elliott, president of the University,
spoke further about the proposed
Farmers flock
to U-M confab
Many people thought Farm and
Home Week was dead but this year
proved there is still considerable
life in that 58-year-old U-M tra-
dition.
More than two thousand Maine
farmers travelled to U-M last week
to take part in the 58th Farm and
Home Week activities. Officials
shortened the program to two days
this spring, but attendance was high-
er than last year's three-day pro-
gram.
Noted author Vance Packard
may have had something to do with
increased enthusiasm for this year's
program. Packard. whose books
on modern American society are
extremely popular, was featured
speaker at the farmers Tuesday
night banquet. Governor John H.
Reed also spoke.
Packard, author of such best-
sellers as The Waste Makers. The
Pyramid Climbers and The Hidden
Persuaders, discussed some of the
problems that will face Americans
in the future. He listed the popula-
tion explosion, an economy hinged
on military and space spending, and
increased production as examples of
such problems.
Other highlights included the
presentation of citations to out-
standing farmers and homemakers
and group discussions of forestry
and ssildlife problems.
'totH 11EXI/QUARTERS
FOR FAMOUS
FARAH"
SLACKS
shop our
downtown Bangor
men's shop
see F AR All slack ad
on page 5
enactment of the Crash Program
and general University requests.
During the question and answer
period, James S. Coles of Bow-
dein declared that Maine was
"not thinking big enough" about
UMP. Ile stated that the Univer-
sity should acquire 300 acres of
land near an expressway exit and
build a completely new campus.
This, in his opinion, would be
more feasible than expanding the
present campus in its crowded loca-
tion. The present UMP campus
could be used as a specialized ur-
ban school, Coles said.
The afternoon session. held in
Payson Smith Hall, was devoted to
a speech by James A. Harmon,
U-M's director of admissions;
group discussions, and a final gen-
eral session.
Harmon told his audience how
students are selected for admission
to the University, and about the
problems encountered with the
large amount of admission re-
quests.
The five discussion groups de-
cided that the crash program is
necessary, but that it should have
come earlier. They also decided
that the proposed survey of high-
er education in Maine is a good
measure.
Four commentators spoke at the
final general session, presided over
by President Elliott. They were:
Miss Marion E. Martin. Maine
Commissioner of Labor and Indus-
try, Elmer W. Dodge, President of
the Maine School Board Associa-
tion, Benjamin Dorsky, Executive
Secretary of the Maine Federation
of Labor, and Dr. Daniel Hanley.
Director of the Bowdoin Health
Service and Secretary of the Maine
Medical Association.
the maine
CALENDAR
Thursday, April 15
Paul Knaut, Art and Color in
Photography, Hauck Auditor-
ium, 8 p.m.
Friday, April 16
MUAB Movie: Who's Minding
the Store, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 17
Coke A Go Go, Main Lounge,
8 p.m.
MUAB Movie: The Seventh
Dawn, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Monday, April 19
Centennial Concert Series, Taka-
ko Nishizaki, Violinist with
University Orchestra, Memori-
al Gymnasium. 8 p.m.
Tuesday, April 20
Poetry Hour. Student Reader:
EMPLE KNITTING MILLS
Factory Outlet Store
SW EATERS AT FACTORY PRICES
— FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Free Pick Up and Delivery Tues. & Fri. Orono & Old Town Area
BUY NOW FOR YOUR EASTER NEEDS
— SUITS, DRESSES, SKIRTS and STRETCH PANTS —
SAVE 40% to 60%
Bar Harbor Road Brewer, Maine Plenty of Free Parking
RADAR THAT SEES LIKE A FROG
Now there's a new radar system which,
like the frog, can see everywhere with-
out motion. It does three jobs simul-
taneously: searches the entire sky for
missiles, pinpoints the location of tar-
gets already spotted, and sorts out real
missiles from decoys. All in less time
than it takes to blink an eye.
It's done by steering the radar beam
If you intend to take up any branch of
communications as a career, General
Telephone & Electronics is a good place
to start. Information is available from
your Placement Director. Or obtain de-
tails by writing to General Telephone &
Electronics Laboratories, 730 Third
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
GTE
GENERAL TELEPHONE& ELECTRONICS)
electronically, and is the result of de-
velopment work for missile defense by
the scientists of a GT&E subsidiary.
Producing a radar system as versa-
tile as this is the result of the ever in-
creasing emphasis on research by the
GT&E family of subsidiaries—research
that stands as our solid base for future
growth.
130 DIM PACILY.100U • GM SUBSiDIANI& iressai Telsolaus Open* Cu. • 33 saps • Gilt labomenes • Gilt Imersomel • Grovel Telephoto Nature Ca • &OWE theta- loam Mho • Soho* Elm*
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EDITORIALS 
An opportunity
More than 30 million Americans live in poverty. A newprogram under the President's War on Poverty offers Americansthe opportunity to combat poverty. The program, VISTA (Vol-unteers in Service to America), recruits and trains volunteerswho are then assigned to local projects at the request of local or-ganizations.
This opportunity to help those who are not sharing in thenation's great wealth is open to all persons over 18. Marriedcouples are eligible if both partners are willing to serve, and theyhave no dependents under 18.
The length of service is one year and includes a four to sixweek training period. Volunteers may enlist for a second year.
Volunteers receive a monthly living allowance covering room,board and clothing. Medical and dental expenses are paid byVISTA. In addition, volunteers are paid $50 a month which isheld until completion of service.
Applicants may apply for areas which they are particularlyinterested in serving. Applicants are assigned to areas away fromtheir home region. All fifty states plus the District of Columbia,Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands, American Somoa and the TrustTerritory of the Pacific Islands have openings for VISTA volun-teers.
Assignments call for many different skills and trades. Volun-teers work in community action programs. job corps centers, onIndian Reservations (with migrant workers) in hospitals, schoolsand institutions for the mentally ill.
VISTA is a person to person program. Its emphasis is oninspiring persons to feel important and encouraging the poor toimprove their lives.
Welfare checks have not eradicated the problems of thepoor. Giving $40 a week to an employed laborer does not teachhim how to read. VISTA volunteers will. VISTA hits the heartof poverty. It aims at the causes of lack, its approach is funda-mental and thus will be more effective than welfare payments.
The need for VISTA volunteers is great. Officials hope torecruit 2.500 volunteers by this June. They have 800 now.
Information about VISTA and preliminary applications maybe obtained at the Placement Office in the Education Building.We encourage all those interested in serving America to apply forthe VISTA program.
AWS elections
Elections are a vital part of the democratic process. A dem-ocratic system also pre-supposes the existence of an informedelectorate.
Congratulations are in order for the Associated Women Stu-dents. This week they have mastered the technique of gettingout the vote of a virtually uninformed electorate.
A pamphlet with cute remarks would certainly not satisfy anaspirant to the U. S. Senate, nor even to the U-M Student Senate.Why then did the whole slate of AWS officers feel they were sonotable as to be able to ignore anything so lowly and undignifiedas an election campaign. Is it possible that the candidates hadno more to offer than a one paragraph statement of their highschool activities?
This obviously is not the case. The women on the ballotwere all capable of handling the office they were seeking.
The reason for this AWS activists' apathy is not personalto the candidates. It is the fault of the system under which theywere nominated.
The nominating committee is obsolete and should beabolished. Some type of initiative petition where members couldexpress their interest more actively than merely signing theirnames to an interest sheet is needed.
A petition system which would alert people to the fact thatan election is forthcoming and emotionally involve those who signpetitions, should be instituted for AWS nominations.
There is nothing wrong with electioneering. Buttons, badges,posters, speeches and even some type of party organizationaround the major candidates would spark interest in what hasbeen in past years a very drab election. All women students mustfeel a part of the AWS.
4.k
NAACP ADDS ONE MORE
LETTERS
to the editor
College NAACP
To the Editor:
Mr. Murph has informed me of
the desire to form a NAACP col-lege chapter at the University of
Maine.
I have informed the national
office of this desire and the infor-
mation will be forwarded as soon
as possible.
The Bangor Area Branch stands
ready to assist in the organization
of this chapter. Please feel free to
contact me concerning your inten-tions. The struggle for freedom isthe struggle of all Americans. The
addi'ion of a college chapter will be
another step closer to equality andfreedom for all citizens.
I know that I will hear fromyou soon and I will send the ma-terial to you as soon as I can. Keep
up the fine work.
Glenn Payne, President
Bangor Area Branch NAACP
•
No static
To the Editor:
Wouldn't it be wonderful if a
radio station could be found some-
where on the radio dial that wasfree of all commercials? A stationthat regulated its programming ac-cording to our tastes rather thanthat of a sponsor? A station that
was free of all static? A station
that played music that was on alittle higher plane than that we are
used to hearing? Wouldn't it be
wonderful?
If such a radio station did exist
would you listen to it? Would youbuy a radio just so you could listento it? Would you want to know
about this station (if it did exist)?Obviously the answer to these ques-tions is NO. Or it would seemthat here on the University of
Maine campus the answer is no.
A radio station does exist that
can be received—free of all static—in this area. That station is WMEB-FM. Now you have learned the
call letters of this station. It isfound at 91.9 mc on the FM dial.Now that you know the call letters
and where it can be found, we will
continue.
This is your campus radio sta-tion. You help pay for it. It pro-grams specifically for you. It is
completely non - commercial. Its
music is geared to what is "sup-posed to be" your level of taste, itpresents programs that "should" beof interest to you. It is staffed bypeople who feel a very distinct re-
sponsibility to you. Two gentlemenhave recently agreed to work every
weekend, at no pay, praise, orfame, so that you can listen to it
seven days a week and, the stationhopes to grow even more in orderthat it can provide this service toyou.
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So why is this station's audiencemade up almost wholly of facultyand administration? Why don'tyou listen? Why don't you at leastgive this station a chance? Whydon't you tell this station what yolfwant? Why is it that the corn-mercial stations are played at theUnion and in the dorms? Why isit that all the letters the station re-ceives are from faculty membersand residents of Bangor, Old Town,and Orono?
Why is it that the new staff ofthe Maine Campus feels that therecent expansion of this station—not even three years old
--does notwarrant the same type of spacethat it gives to skin divers andsharks? Or the same type of cov-erage that IFC "puzzles" gets?Please help us? This sort ofthing makes the numerous hoursthat we all spend at the station verddiscouraging and frustrating.
Rodney B. Douglass
Kenneth Kantro
Donald J.
John E. Chapin
Johanna DeCourcy
Richard P. Tozier
Paula Clough
•
Moonstruck
To the Editor:
There is a radio station oncampus called WMEB-FM. WOW!The people that work there tryhard, but their efforts seem to befutile. There are no commercials
on WNIEB-FM. There is no static
on WMEB-FM. There is greattaste shown in programming, butthe programming is not tuned (6
student taste. The programminiis overloaded with classical music.
From 9:00-12:00 nightly the
station plays only classical music.
From 6:00-9:00 they schedule suchjewels of the airwaves as "New Di-
mensions of Education." "Educationin Perspective," "Men and Mole-
cules," and "Operation Moon-
struck." This is hardly the kind ofprogramming that appeals to U-M
students. The amount of time de-
voted to jazz, folk music, and
gentle swing, as personified by Ray
Conniff and Peter Nero, is infinite-
simal.
The faculty and many area resi-dents support the station with let-
ters and calls requesting classical
music. The students ignore the
station. What is needed is morejazz, folk music, and news of camp.
us interest. The way to get this is
through complaints.
If you don't care, okay, but if
you do, why not write a letter to
the Campus, or WMEB-FM and
tell them why you don't listen. "
Programming is determined by
audience response, but to acquire
an audience there must be some at-
traction. WMEB-FM now offers
nothing to attract the student lis-
tener. If WNIEB-FM wants a stu-
dent audience then they must orient
their programs to student tastes.
Pete Paiton
•
Some comments
To the Editor:
I would like to make a few com-
ments on your first issue of the
Campus. My first comment con-
cerns the story on page five which
is headlined "WNIEB expands."
WMEB is nonexistent. There is an
educational television station on
the campus with the call letters
WMEB-TV. and an educationa
radio station with the call letter*
WM EB-FM.
It is an FM broadcast service
which exists for the entire college
community. It is not yet three years
old, and this weekend took a major
step in its service to the campus—it extended its broadcast week by
two days—not just regular week-days, but weekends, when not ever g
staff member wants to be tied dowrigbut will work a few extra hours it
order to provide eight more listening hours a week for the intereste
student, faculty member and loca
resident.
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I know and understand some of the
problems in communications since
I am the manager of WMEB-FM.
My major complaint is not about
the coverage "WMEB expands",
but about the story on page six,
written by Barbara Dodge. Last
Thursday I interviewed Mr. Goater
(spelled Gloater in part of the
article) for a network program,
CBS Weekend Dimensions, at the
request of Mr. Jack Laurence, CBS
News, New York. The interview
was used this weekend in a special
Weekend Dimensions coverage of
unique courses offered at various
colleges throughout the country.
In my discussion with Mr.
Goater, I learned that the news of
this farriers course had won nation-
wide network television news cover-
age. It is my personal belief that
a "human interest" story which
wins national network radio and
television news coverage should be
treated more admirably and with
more detail by its local newspaper
than it received in the story by Miss
Dodge. The fact that U-M is the
only place in the East which offers
this course was not mentioned. In-
deed. there are only two other
places in the country where a course
of this nature is taught—California
and Oregon, and at Oregon there is
a two and a half year waiting list
for enrollment.
The Campus article did not men-
tion that there have been applicants
from Oregon, Florida, Mexico,
Washington, Quebec. Ohio and
Maryland, besides Maine and the
other New England states. Mr.
Goater mentioned to me that he
would be assisted in teaching the
course by an instructor from Cor-
nell University. The Campus article
says that the course will be taught
by the instructor from Cornell. No
mention was made of Governor
Reed's request that the University
offer the course.
My point is this. I feel that the
coverage of this story was inade-
quate and underplayed. My com-
plaint of the expansion story of
WMEB-FM may be undue, since
I am naturally prejudiced. How-
ever. I feel there is just cause for
criticism about something which
makes national network radio and
television news and merits only
"blacksmith" coverage in the Maine
Campus.
Janice Bacon
Manager WMEB-FM
•
Red scare
To the Editor:
My letter protesting the so-called
"discussion" held a few weeks ago
was protested by a petition in last
week's issue of Campus.
Of course the professors of the
"other side" have perfect right to
take advantage of the American
first amendment. The other side has
been doing that ever since the Nazi
party used Madison Square Garden
to sound off. The Nazis then and
the "other side" now use the same
tactics. Since I lived through that
era when I was an undergraduate,
I well remember their petitions to
stop our protests of their "discus-
sion" meetings.
How many of you signed peti-
tions against "the other side" for
their duplicity in calling a "dis-
cussion" meeting where only one
side of the talk was discussed??
History professors should have
read Lenin's instructions to his
Party members in his numerous
writings. He told them in substance
"don't give the sucker an even
break". When you have elections
rig them. When you sign a treaty
break it before the ink is dry. Re-
move all opposition by midnight
arrests. Convict them in police
courts. Lie, cheat, steal, kill. The
chapter and verse may he found in
any library having Lenin's works.
By all means, when you have a
"discu.ssion" be sure the opposition
has no speakers. And be sure to
have in the wings ardent Ameri-
cans with blank petitions "protest-
(Continued on page Ten)
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IT'S A GREAT CENTURY!
White color keyed to Paisley — startling in its
freshness! Century's idea for a suddenly new suit
look. Classic white pleated skirt. .. snow white
blouse. . . tailored jacket entirely of Paisley ex-
cept for narrow navy binding and big pearl
buttons. All three in marble smooth Doveknit —
a 100% Arnel* Triacetate — styled smashingly
by Century! Skirt also available — spring navy.
SKIRT 7.98 JACKET 16.98
BLOUSE 5.98
H. M. GOLDSMITH Inc.
76-78 NORTH MAIN STREET
OLD TOWN
Ire make a trip to campus
every evening. If you are in
need of any particular item,
do not hesitate to call us and
we trill deliver it to your
dorm.
827 2091
IT'S A GREAT CENTURY!
REGULAR
Smart figuring this Summer — a Dovelon delightin a straight skirt destined to sing your figure's
praises! Contour Cut for true fit . . . straightfront, fully lined kick pleated back.
PROPORTIONED
Smart figuring this Summer —a Dovelon delightin a straight skirt designed to sing your figure's
praises! Contour Cut for true fit . . . straightfront, fully lined kick pleated back. A propor-
tioned treasure from Century in three lengths
one of them very definitely yours!
Colors — Demitasse Brown, Indigo Blue, Jet
Black, and Roseberry
SKIRT 7.98 BLOUSE by
Lady Manhattan
at 4.98
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Letters
(Continued from Page Nine)
ing any criticism of the discussion"
by quoting the 1st amendment to
the good old Constitution. Have
fun boys.
L.S. Elliott '32
•
Writing garage
To the Editor:
Congratulations to the new
Campus staff! Congratulations, al-
so, for your new partially uncap-
italized headlines (in the tradition
of The Christian Science Monitor).
One headline did startle me a bit,
though. It was on the front page
and proclaimed "Ives sallies off for
garage to write book" (sic). Has
Mr. Ives' garage written many
books?
Anonymous
Editors note: The sic was the
author's own.
•
Peanut butter
To the Editor:
Being the sort of person who en-
AT THESE FINE STORES
Henry Noliu
Jeweler
Lewiston
Johnston's
inelers
Caribou
joys a bit of peanut butter on toast
with my meal, I was very distressed
the other night when I went through
the line at the notorious York
cafeteria and was refused a ohe
ounce serving of the lovely stuff
because I had taken the meal that
was being served that night.
The University is a very reason-
able institution, and the York die-
tician is, I'm sure, a very reasonable
person. I can only assume that the
legislature has revoked its subsidy
on peanut butter. The Maine
Campus is designed to be an in-
formative newspaper, therefore, I
am asking if my assumption is cor-
rect.
If so. I appeal to peanut butter
lovers of the world to write to their
Congressman and reinstate the sub-
sidy on peanut butter! If my as-
sumption is incorrect, I would like
to ask why we starving students of
York cafeteria are not allowed to
hase peanut butter with our meals.
Meriby Sweet
•
Positive aspects
To the Editor:
This past weekend my wife and
I were asked to chaperone a fra-
ternity dance. We were not en-
thusiastic and, frankly, entertained
several distinctly negative thoughts
regarding the prospect.
Our feelings upon leaving the
fraternity house at the conclusion
of the dance were, however, the
antithesis of our preconceived no-
tions.
In the course of the evening we
toured, danced, and spent some de-
lightful moments with a thoroughly
charming house mother. We spoke
with a large number of bright and
mature young men, many of whom
revealed thoughtful insights about
education and fraternity life. We
encountered many couples who
could best be described as courte-
ous, affable and interesting. We
did not. I might add, see a single
event which could be construed as
antagonistic towards the forces for
goodness in the academic and sec-
ular community.
Fraternities have received a good
deal of had publicity in past years,
and much of it has been deserved.
It is appropriate, therefore, to note
some positive and pleasant aspects
vs hen the occasion demands it. We
had a very enjoyable time at
Lambda Chi Alpha, and we are
grateful for the opportunity to so
indicate.
Professor Harry Ebel
Department of Psychology
Bangor Tastee
239 Broadway
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sun.-Thurs.
Freez
At the Park
10 a.m.-12 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.
Students give 'view'
at faculty luncheon
By BARBARA DODGE
Dr. James M. Clark of the His-
tory and Government department
introduced a student panel speak-
ing on Effective Teaching Tech-
nique: The View From the Floor
at a faculty seminar Tuesday in the
Hilton room.
The panel included Student Sen-
ate officers Jack Richardson, vice
president; Sally Flamand, treasurer
and Marvin Glazier, committee co-
ordinator.
Richardson started with a discus-
sion of techniques used in large
lectures and why he believed that
they are advantageous or disadvan-
tageous in helping the student grasp
the subject material of the course.
He said he felt that there is a
tendency on the part of professors
who are dealing with large classes
to follow the textbook too closely.
Richardson said that because of
this, students become progressively
disinterested and don't bother to at-
tend class.
He then suggested that professors
use visual aids, set aside class time
for discussions and question and
answer periods, and devote an hour
or more a week for special sessions
outside of class.
Marvin Glazier next gave his
opinions concerning small classes.
Glazier said that in smaller groups,
the student has more time to think
and ask questions.
He noted that increased class
participation makes students more
attentive.
The panel next considered ETV
lectures and Sally Flamand pointed
out that students lose interest and
do not pay attention.
Another obvious disadvantage,
that of no opportunity for the stu-
dent to ask questions was also
S&S STORE
19 MILL STREET—ORONO
100 FREE S & H Green Stamps with 3 pounds of ground heel
Armour Star U.S.D.A. Grade A TURKEYS
Oven Ready - 18-22 lb. Avg. - 36c lb.
8-14 lb. Avg. - 39c lb.
Hygrade Short Shank Golden SMOKED PICNICS
6-8 lb. Avg. - 38c lb.
Hygrade Circle K BACON 49c lb.
Plumrose Imported Danish CANNED HAM
2 lb. tin $2.29
Swift Premium CANNED HAM 4 lb. tin $3.19
R&W SALAD DRESSING
R&W COFFEE - reg. or drip
qt. 39c -
1 lb. tin 69c -
save 14c
save 14c
Three Diamond SLICED PINEAPPLE
20 oz. can - 5 for $1 - save 45c
WELLESLY FARM ICE CREAM 59c
1 2 gal. — save 30e
8:30 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
8:30 A.M.-9:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.-6:30 P.M.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Thursday, Friday
Saturday
mentioned by Miss Flamand. She
suggested that for ten minutes or so
of class time the instructor might
drop by to answer questions.
Dr. David R. Fink Jr., professor
of education and director of the
team teaching project, pointed out
two advantages of television lec-
tures: reaching large audiences and
showing exhibits and demonstra-
tions which might otherwise be im-
possible to display beneficially in
large lecture halls.
It was noted that notetaking pre-
sented particular difficulty for the
student viewing television lectures.
Dr. Clark asked the panel for
suggestions of specific techniques
which might prove helpful in keep-
ing the interest rate high in the
classroom. The panel suggested the
addition of interesting outside ma-
terial, and material which would
further explain and back up lec-
tures.
EREBUS IS GONE
.Showcase. t h e University of
Maine literary magazine, will be
coming out around May 4th.
Watch for it.
Sorry, hut Erebus has gone on
to bigger and better things. It
won't be in this semester's issue,
but Tony Chamberlain has written
another powerful story, Jigger,
that we are sure will excite.
It is now our policy to include
work from the faculty, and Dr.
Edward Holmes' story, Mitch, is
a completely unique experience
in togetherness. Many other short
stories and a one act play by I.,e-
roy Clark are included.
The poetry in this issue sur-
passes even the excellent work of
the past. It will be the best Show-
case yet.
Editor, Showcase
CLASSIFIED
COTTAGE on 35 acre salt wa-
ter farm, completely equipped,
modern, 21/2
 
baths, sleeps 6 or
16; near shops, theatres, con-
certs, golf, sailing, fresh and
salt water swimming. Write
Fallulah Farm, Owls Head,
Maine; phone 1-594-4310. Avail-
able weekends.
FOR SALE: Government Public
Land in 25 States, for individu-
als, for as low as $1.00 per
acre. Send $1.00 for 1965 re-
port, or $1.75 for National Re-
port, to: Central U. S. Land
Disposal, P.O. Box 196, Hol-
comb, Mo. 63852.
IN ORONO
Furnished one room efficiency
apartment with kitchen and
bath. Heat, hot and cold water.
and electricity also furnished
Call 942-0935.
HOME near University for sale.
3 min. walk from North en-
trance. 6 rooms, sizable bath,
large screen porch, sun porch,
fireplace, separate guest house.
Can be used to provide return
toward investment or for re-
tired parents. Landscape includes
trees and shrubbery—furnished
if desired. Use of adjoining lot
for gardening or recreation.
Dead end street for children.
Peaceful and quiet for retiring
couple. Immediate occupancy.
Dial 866-4692.
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Military group hears Maine day
Viet Nam speaker
April 6, the Scabbard & Blade
members hosted Lt. Col. Franzen
who is the Professor of MilitaryScience at Bangor High School.Col. Franzen has recently served atour of duty in South Viet Nam.
In addressing the group, Col.
Franzen related the significant rolethe mountain tribes play in the
current struggle between South andNorth Viet Nam. These Mon-
Khmers are fierce fighters and com-pose a significant portion of thepopulation of northern South Viet
Nam extending into North Viet
Nam. Both the Hanoi and Saigongovernments have tried to entice
these mountain people to their re-
spective sides. So far, South VietNam has been fairly successful inthis area. If either side can obtainthe loyalty of these tribes, its war
effort will be considerably bol-
stered.
Col. Franzen remarked on the
untapped power which the Mekong
River possesses, and also aboutSouth Viet Nam's valuable export
of rice. He noted that the volume
of rice exported by South Viet Nam
would more than cover the short-
ages found in North Viet Nam and
especially in China. Plausibly, the
river and the rice could indeed be
classified as main objectives of any
country attempting to gain control
of South Viet Nam.
When asked about some of theproblems American advisors have
encountered, Col. Franzen stated
that one of the biggest was the
marked variance in the differentdialects of the Vietnamese language,
and also the lack of qualified inter-preters. The Colonel noted thathe had one interpreter serving him-
self and three other advisors underhim. If this wasn't bad enough,the fact that these three other ad-
visors were over 20 miles apart
was.
Col. Franzen completed his talkby showing slides of the area.Guests included Lt. Col. Johnson
and Major Jones, Scabbard &
Blade's advisor.
Lash Larue of Maine
*- cracks whip with vigor
By MARY ELLEN TWOMBLY
There is a bull whip artist living
on the south end of campus. Yes,
a bull whip artist. Dorcas Corrow,
a freshman Estabrookian, rids her-
self of excess energy soon after sup-per by cracking a twelve foot Texasbull whip. The loud reports, that
sound like either fire crackers or afired twenty two rifle, have echoed
off the buildings for several days.
No one has complained as yet ofthe unusual pastime, in fact, severalpeople have tried to crack the long
snake themselves. No one has yet
succeeded.
Dorcas learned to snap the whipfrom a Texan and picked up the
rawhide monster for twenty dollars.She has no reason for the purchase
other than she wanted to own one,
and she liked to crack it.
Snapping the whip is nothing like
snapping a wet towel. The whip
seems to have a life of its own and
wraps itself around the inexperi-
enced cracker unless he is good at
the two-step.
According to Dorcas the whiphas to be stopped in mid-flight by
a sudden twist of the whole body
and brought back around on itself.
"Once a person gets the knack, hell
never lose it," she claims.
Dorcas is at present the only girl
enrolled in the two year agricul-ture course outside those in HomeEconomics. She is studying to be
a veterinarian and will switch intothe four year Agriculture and LifeSciences College next fall. She willbegin her summer job as a labora-
tory assistant at Hitchner Hall thefirst of May.
—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity and
sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
tel. 8664032
Patronize Our Advertisers
COFFEE 'N TALK
LUNCHEON SPECIALS
CHEF'S CREATIONS
OPEN
DAILY AND NIGHTLY
SEVEN DAYS
(Continued from Page One)
The floats will go down the mall,
around the fieldhouse and pass infront of a reviewing stand on thelibrary steps.
The Pershing Rifle Drill team
will perform in the parade and U-Mband will march. The Cumber-lands and Reverbs will play onfloats. Campus and visiting beautyqueens will add to the assemblage.
Clowns will accompany theparade. Anyone wishing to par-ticipate as a clown must notify the
committee in advance by contactingHarry Ellsworth.
Following the float parade, theMaine Black Bears Nine will hostColby at 3:00 p.m.
The faculty will take to the
stage, 100 strong, at 7:30 p.m.in the Memorial Gymnasium for
a faculty skit. Also included inthe evening program will be the
winners of the IFC and Pan Hel-lenic Sings plus the tapping ofthe new Sophomore Owls andSenior Skulls.
Tuesday evening the mayor can-didates will give final speeches and
skits followed by a traditionaldance.
The Centennial Open House willbe held on Maine Day. Visitorsfrom all over the state will be con-ducted on tours sponsored by the
various departments.
Senate Notice
Petitions for those wishing to runfor Senate or class officers will be
available tomorrow in the office ofthe Dean of Men, third floor in theFogler Library.
.•
MR. G
HAS ALL
THE NEW
SLACKS
by
with
FARA PRESS
"THEY'RE IRONING
WHILE THEY'RE DRYING."
A. J. GOLDSMITH
OLD TOWN
See Farah Stack ad on page 5
MEMORIAL UNION
Parks anywhere
A Honda is a slim 24'
at the widest point. This
narrows down the hunt for
a parking space considerably. You canslide into almost any shady spot. Like justoutside of English Lit. hondas fit into slim budgets too.Prices start about $215*. Gas goes farther, up to 200 mpgon some models. And cutting your wheels in half does justabout the same thing for insurance costs. Or more.
This is the sporty Super 90 with its distinguishedT-boneframe. Tops 60 mph. Just one of the 15 Honda models thatmake other campus transportation strictly for the birds.See the Honda representative on your campus or write:American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Department Cl, 100West Alondra Boulevard, HONDAGardena, California 90247.
*plus dealer's set-up and transportation charges
norld's biggest seller
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Senators attend conference
By K. M. WASYLYSHYN
The General Student Senate sent
eight delegates to the first Ameri-
can Student Government Associa-
tion district conference at Fordham
University in the Bronx last week-
end.
Eight delegates were sent because
the cheapest means of transporta-
tion — car was used to make the
long trip.
A large delegation attended be-
cause senators wanted to stop the
notion that "nothing is ever accom-
plished" at student conferences.
A general session opened the for-
mal business early Saturday morn-
ing. Delegates were welcomed by
Rev. G. McMahon, Si., Dean of
Fordham.
Seminars and workshops fol-
lowed. Such topics as public rela-
tions, academic affairs, student
unions, election systems, and lead-
THE CHALET
Hill Gayest
TYDOL
NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE
7.50X 14 TIRES
814.50
I.NIVERSITY MOTORS
Hill Gavett
CHEVRON
AT THE ORONO END
OF THE BRIDGE
In PONT POLISHES
and
CLEANERS
for Spring cleanup
866-2538 866-2311
WE HONOR YOUR NEW PIM LIPS 66 CREDIT CARDS
H. M. GOLDSMITH Inc.
76-78 NORTH MAIN STREET
OLD TOWN
.4 Goldsmith
Charge Account
By Presenting
Your I.D. Card
FLOWER-LIKE PASTEL
Especially for the fashion-wise junior as only
Marie Phillips can conceive it. A daytime, date-
time 2-piece frock lovely as can be in rayon with
a generous helping of Schiffli embroidery
applique. White with aqua, pink with white.
Sizes 7 to 15
ership training were discussed.
Dean Clifford of Rutgers, Re-
gion I Director commented at a
luncheon that, "The answer to de-
veloping desirable academic free-
doms and good communication is
to use the SEMINAR approach
... say something when you talk,
so you will be HEARD not just
listened to." The basis of ASGA
is communication between college
governments via the seminar ap-
proach.
Also at the conference were ASGA
President Tom Johnson and the
vice-president, Jerry Landreth. The
two students have spoken at re-
gional conferences throughout the
country.
Delegates were acquainted with
the service programs of ASGA: a
student government reference man-
ual which includes detailed in-
formation on various programs in
schools, a newsletter relating to
members of progress made at other
seminars, plus further seminars.
Also ASGA seminars will be
taped next year and a "tape ser-
vice" will be set up. All member
schools will be able to use tapes
free of charge. Minutes of meetings
will be enclosed.
•••••••••••••••••••"0."~M.4......M.."""1.4.4._
Many seniors have questioned
the purpose of the graduate rec-
ord exam scheduled for May 1.
The exam is not a graduation
requirement. The exam is simply
designed to aid test publishers by
giving them an equating study. It
will not cost students anything.
Seniors have been urged to
take the test to help make the
testing successful, but it is not a
graduation requirement. Arts and
Science seniors will receive a let-
ter shortly from Dr. Robert
Apostal of the Testing and Coun-
seling Service, outlining the ob-
jectives more fully.
WWWWWWWWWWWW.....e...~4W•044••••1•44••••••4••••••/.
Ballot Box Missing
The ballot box used for electing
members to honor societies is miss-
ing. Anyone having any idea where
it is hidden is asked to contact the
Registrar.
ORONOKA RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
l'RIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS
DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
RFF-BVFT
TAKAKO NISHIZAKI----Noted Japanese violinist will appear in con
reel at the Memorial Gymnasium Monday night. She has been per-
forming as a child prodigy and is now studying at the Juilliard School
of Music.
Spring Arts Festival
features violinist
Takako Nishizaki, noted Japan-
ese violinist, will perform with the
University of Maine's orchestra
during a concert in the Memorial
Gymnasium Apr;1 19 at 8 p.m.
Nishizaki. born in Nagoya. Japan,
performed as a child prodigy in
Tokyo a few years ago. She is now
studying at the Julliard School of
Music in New York City as one of
its most gifted students.
James R. Lerch will lead the or-
chestra.
In 1964 Miss Takako, at 20, en-
tered the 23rd Leventritt Interna-
tional Competition for violinists.
During the 1964-65 season, Miss
Takako is on tour in the United
States and in Canada.
Selections on the program will
include:
Concerto No. 2, D minor for
violin and orchestra Wieniawski
Coming to Boston?
4k) ltr.,e ore four good reasons why you
should stay at Franklin Square Howse.
• It Is economical.
Rates $17-$26 a week, sv;th two meals
a day.
• It Is homelikts.
Management makes e,rery r Flo., to
make it o -home away from home."
• It is convenient.
Close to good public transportation.
• It has a 62-year record of safety
and security.
FRANKLIN SQUARE HOUSE
Home Hotel for Young Women
11 E. Newton Street, Boston, Mass.
CO 2-1870
Overture to Ephigenia en Aulis
Gluck
Symphony No. 1, C major, op. 2
Beethoven
An Intermezzo Symphonia from
Cavalleria Rusticans Muscagni
Students Join
'68 council
President Lloyd Elliott will speak
at the second meeting of the Class
of '68 tonight at 6:30 p.m. in room
137 of the Physics Building.
Fifty new members of the Class
Council will be named and a date
will be set for their first meeting.
The spring picnic to be held at
"The Gatherings" in Ellsworth May
15 will be the main topic under dis-
cussion. Freshmen may pick up
their tickets for the picnic outside
the den next week between 1 and
4:30 p.m.
A discussion about the class gift
and the Maine Day float will also
be held.
TO EUROPE
ON A STUDENT SHIP!
The anticipation of getting
there on a lively student ship
is half the fun of going to
Europe.
And when you get there—your
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ID
CARD is a "must" for dis-
counts in 28 countries. Sav-
ings in hotels, restaurants,
transportation, theatres, muse-
ums, stores. Also good for
discounts in the U.S.A.
Book your passage with us — esk
for special folder and studirnf jobs
in Holland.
Write: Dept. CT.
U.S. NATIONAL
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
265 Madison Are., N. Y., N.Y. 10015
(Irani
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ROTC orientation
By JOEL RAWSON
All of the junior and some of the
senior R.O.T.C. cadets endured a
foretaste of their six weeks in sum-
me camp last weekend.
Saturday's exercise started at 5:50
a.m. with a hangover shattering
whistle blast and lasted until 11
p.m.
Classes were held during the
morning, and at 1 p.m., the juniors
started a march to the University
Forest. Along the way two "point
men" flushed a luckless couple from
the brush and Paul Murphy fired a
blank at Colonel Gerety, the P.M.S.,
in a case of mistaken identity.
The column was ambushed on the
march and Steve Waden, manuever-
ing to attack a machine gun posi-
tion, found a roped off area marked
MINE FIELD which he blithely
charged across. Theoretically he is
presently atomized.
In comparison to Saturday, Sun-
day was a picnic. The cadets re-
ported at 10 a.m. for physical train-
ing and classes were held in bed-
making and displays of equipment.
That afternoon, "leadership reac-
tion" tests were run.
A "leadership reaction" test is an
"unusual situation'. designed to
baffle a cadet. Take a typical five
man patrol consisting of cadets Jerry
Jenkins, Mike Rich, Joel Rawson,
Jim Jenkins, and led by Gary Nor-
ton, assigned to capture an "aggres-
sor". They walked into the woods
and were immediately fired upon.
Jenkins collapsed on the ground
screaming that he had been "hit".
Rick had a nervous breakdown and
would not move. Jenkins' rifle was
jammed, and Rawson ran out of
ammunition. Norton had to straight-
en out the mess and still take action
against the aggressor. He man-
aged to do it without having a
nervous breakdown himself.
Seniors, Jack Holmes, V. R.
Turnbull, and Steve "the ramrod"
Melgard assisted Master Sgt. Wal-
man in making life miserable for
the juniors. Push ups were the
standard harassment and a chorus
of "One, Sir; Two, Sir; Three, Sir;
etc., Permission to rise Sir," could
be heard the entire weekend.
The juniors agreed that the ex-
ercise had been a worthwhile intro-
duction of what to expect this sum-
Prize winning French film Orpheus
will be shown at Physics building
On Monday, April 19, at 7:00
p.m. in room 137 of the Physics
building, Le Cercle Francais will
present a showing of the French
film Orpheus, with English subtitles.
Written and directed by the
French playright Jean Cocteau, the
movie is an adaptation of the Greek
legend of Orpheus and Eurydice.
Salary hike posted
for Campus staffers;
retroactive one year
At their last meeting, the Student-
Faculty Committee on Student Pub-
lications decided to raise the sal-
aries of the managing editor and
advertising manager of the Campus.
Past Editor Carolyn Zachary and
past Business Manager Jim Brown
appeared before the committee to
request the salary raise. The amount
requested was a change from the
two-thirds tuition rate of $265. to
a raise of three-fourths tuition, $300.
The decision was retroactive to
this year's past staff. Thus it affect-
ed Managing Editor Stan Eames,
Advertising Manager John Erskine
as well as the members of the new
staff.
This year's managing editor is
Ronald Parent, the advertising man-
ager is Dave Pellegrino. This would
not affect the Prism yearbook staff
as they have run on a system of
to-editors and their assistant editor
o, not salaried.
the COFFEE HOUSE
Friday Afternoon
4:00
Professor Bouc
Friday Evening
8:30-11:30
Open
Saturday evening
8:30-11:30
Open
Sunday evening
8 : 00
Stan Sloan
Student (los eminent
coffee, conversation, and
paperbacks
This story of a successful and envied
poet-laureate and his contest with
death will star Jean Marais, Maria
Casares, Francois Perier, Maria Dm,
Edouard Crentieux, and Juliette
Greco.
"The film has a dream-like qual-
ity arising in part from realistic and
contemporary writings" and has "a
particular pertinence" in our own
day.
It has received the Grand Prix
de la Critique International as well
as awards from the Venice Film
Festival and British Film Academy.
It has been called Cocteau's most
notable adventure in film.
Friedman's lecture applauds
individualism, dreamers
By KARLENE KELLEY
"The right hand is right! It is
correct! It is society's way of im-
posing value and minimizing con-
flict. The left hand is recognized
as wrong—whether the pickpocket
who shakes hands with you and
steals with the left, or the child's
first linguistic impression of th,i
right and wrong hands. The left
hand is the dreamer."
Thus began the last lecture of
Prof. Cyril Friedman, April 5 in
the Memorial Union.
Friedman stated that dream is
perhaps the most provocative, most
secret key to that which is promise.
The dream, the promise lies within
the mind in constant conflict with
that which is. It is the source of
action, of unending search and un-
yielding uncertainty and conflict.
The dreams of men unaffected by
the logicians or reason hold the key
to action, the key to self identity.
"However, these dreams when un-
controlled may be disastrous,
'Imagination uncontrolled leads to
nightmare.' Men defend genecide,
men justify a world of war—plun-
der, murder. Excuse bombs with
socially sanctified blindness to the
left hand. Men not only murder
with gun and bomb, but also with
word and attitude with a promise of
freedom and dignity exchanged for
the right of superior difference!"
Friedman went on to say that we
are alone and in our aloneness, we
passively resist our exiled dream,
forsaking meaningful experience for
the ideology of efficiency and tech-
nique which characterizes a modern
bureaucracy. We pursue the goal
of avoidance of conflict at any hu-
man cost to insure the survival of
the system, thus becoming neutral
pacifists.
"As a teacher I applaud the rebel
in a world of man-made ideas and
Official Notices
1. The list of June 1965 bachelor's degree candidates isposted in the lobby, Memorial Union. Students ex-pecting to graduate in June should check the list.Anyone whose name is not on it should consult hisdepartment head immediately.
DATES FOR PRE-REGISTRATION FOR THEFALL SEMESTER ARE:
Arts and Sciences April 21 to May 7
Education April 19 to May 7
Life Sciences and Agriculture April 19 to May 7
Technology April 21 to May 7
All students, undergraduate or graduate, are ex-pected to register during the periods listed above.
Arthur C. Collier
LIFE INSURANCE IS GOOD PROPERTY . .
Live, Die, or Quit — You Cannot Lose!
RON BISHOP & ASSOCIATES
G I Agency for
NATIONAL LIFE OF VERMONT
Bangor, Maine Tel. 942-7331 Vernon A. fila:kstone
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
AT THE UNIVERSITY
Chapel of St. Thomas of
Canterbury
(Corner Chapel Rd. and
College .4. e. )
MAUNDY THURSDAY
5:00 p.m. Choral Euchatist.
Stripping of the Altar
(7:30 p.m. at St. James'.
Old Town)
GOOD FRIDAY
5:00 p.m. Holy Communion.
Reading of the Passion
(7:30 p.m. at St. James',
Old Town)
EASTER EVEN
4:45 p.m. Paschal Candle
Evening Prayer. Holy Bap-
tism
EASTER
7:45 Holy Communion $aith
Homily
10:50 Choral Eucharist and
Sermon 17:00 and 9:00 at
St. James'. Old Town)
WEEKEND FILMS
Friday April 16
WHO'S MINDING
THE STORE?
7 and 9:30
Saturday April 17
THE
SEVENTH DA
7 and 9:30
II AUCK AUDITORIUM
WINNER OF FIVE
ACADEMY AWARDS.
INCLUDING
REST ACTRESS
IT'alt Disney's
"Mary Poppins"
Julie Andresse
Dick Van k5-
institutions which are alien to men.
"As a teacher I am saddened by the
passive reception which is an avoid-
ance of conflict and dialogue. As
a teacher I have always sought the
dream—and if not present have felt
it my duty to stimulate the dream."
Friedman feels that the cult of
efficiency and comfort is an appar-
ent failure for we resist the denial
of imagination and this resistance is
expressed in action.
Friedman asked, "Who sits in at
lunch counters in North Carolina?
Who goes to Mississippi to rebuild
human dignity? Who rebels in the
face of academic categorization and
apathy? Who are the dreamers?
We have cast aside that which is
intended to dehumanize and have
regained the possibility of action:
the left hand is the dreamer!"
Prof. Friedman's was indeed a
last lecture, for he has accepted a
position at Antioch for next year.
(fk
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 Enjoy the Best Ils%
.:NEW YORK: #I;
•I ECONOMICALLY .11
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CONVENIENTLY I
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Make it gay, festive and
enlightening. The William Sloane
House YMCA helps you do it with
special holiday programs.
Clean, comfortable and inexpensive
accommodations for men, women and
co-ed groups of all sizes.
1.373 single rooms. $3.15
to $4.50; 120 double rooms,
$4 80 to $5.20.
In the heart of New York and convenient
to everything.
Ideal year-round residence and program
center for men, women and co-ed groups.
Write Residence Director for Folder
WILLIAM SLOANE
HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
NOW COED
356 west 3411i St. (ar Ninth Aye.)
New York, N.Y. noun: °Hord 5-5133
;One Block From Penn Station
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U-M sociologist writes
introductory textbook
Professor Glenn M. Vernon, head
of the department of anthropology
and sociology, is the author of an
introductory textbook, "Human In-
teraction, An Introduction to So-
ciology." The book was recently
published by the Ronald Press Com-
pany, N.Y.
Summer session students in Dr.
Vernon's course, Introduction to So-
ciology, will be among the first to
use the book. Undergraduates have
been reading portions of the manu-
script form in the Fogler Library.
Vernon says in the preface of his
book that attention is focused on
LET US HELP
with your
s PR ING CLEANING
CRAIG THE TAILOR
three closely interrelated facts: the
manner in which the symbols man
uses are related to his behavior;
the "inter-" or social aspect of be-
havior; and the emergent aspect as
well as the systematic, orderly as-
pects of behavior.
Vernon taught at Brigham Young
University, Central Michigan Uni-
versity, Auburn University and Mc-
Master University, Canada, before
coming to Maine. He has written
many articles for leading journals
in the fields of religion and so-
ciology, and authored a textbook
on the cociology of religion.
MORRISON'S
BARBER SHOP
across from
Park's Hardware
Closed all day Monday
Open Tuesday to Saturday
7:30 A.M. to 12:00 noon
1:00 P. 3I. to 6:00 P. M.
notice:
open all day Wednesday
Telephone 866-4092
WEDGEWOOD ARMS
carte
blanche MOTOR INN
• MAINE'S NEWEST AND FINEST
• 43 MODERN UNITS
• FASHIONABLE INTERIOR OF
PROVINCIAL ITALIAN STYLING
• Full RESTAURANT
Twenty minutes from campus at 480 Main St., Bangor
Jet. Route IA and Interstate 395
Reservations 942-5281 Forrest H. Grant, Phi Eta ('54)
THINKING OF SPRING CLEANING?
DON'T FORGET YOUR
PRECIOUS RUGS
(APRIL IS NATIONAL RUG CLEANING MONTH)
When you think of spring house cleaning remember
"April is National Rug Cleaning Month" . . . a good
time to have all your rugs and carpets made sparkling
new, and SALIBA'S is headquarters for all your rug
care needs. We feature the finest of equipment and
skilled personnel as well as the methods approved by
the National Institute of Rug Cleaning Inc. We offer
complete service on wall to wall carpeting, room size
rugs, Oriental rugs and upholstered furniture.
This Seal is your guarantee
of quality service.. Saliba's
are Maine's only accepted
member of the National
Institute of Rug Cleaners.
Rug Sahos and &Device
2 15l.F.1s 1 ‘. I s I RI I • 9 12-1929 • BANGOR
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AIRMAN 1NJL RED—This car came down Park
Street, failed to make the corner at the light,
and slammed into a utility pole and two parked
cars and spun through the fence at the Chalet
Orono, Maine, April 15, 1965
service station. A Dow Airman, 25 year old,
David Low is on the danger list and the driver.
Cortney Gibbs is in fair condition at Eastern
Maine General Hospital.
Murph advocates college
chapter of NAACP
By ELLEN TOOMEY
Dr. B. E. Murph. NAACP activist
and Mississipian, suggested here last
Thursday that a college chapter of
NAACP be started on the Univer-
sity of Maine campus.
WMEB- FM
BROADCASTING FROM
6 p.m. to 12 a.m.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
6:00-6:50 Musical Variety—Pop-
ular.
6:50-7:00 National and Interna-
tional News.
7 :00-7 : 50 WMEB-FM Special Fea-
tures: Interviews, dis-
cussions, drama, news
ana lysis.
7:50-8:00 Sports, Weather.
8:00-8:15 Campus Events, Edi-
torials.
8:15-8:50 Album or Artist High-
light.
8:50-9:00 Maine, New England
News.
9:00.11:50 Evening Concert: The
finest music by the
classical masters.
1 I :50-12:00 Final News Sum-
mary.
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturday
and Sunda": Weekend Show-
case. Four hours of easy listen-
ing music.
News summaries on the hour.
For free program highlights.
send your name and address
to FFMER.FM, 275 .Sterests
Hall. Campus.
Speaking in a partially filled
Hauck Aud:torium. Murph said that
such a grcup would be unique be-
cause there are few if any such or-
ganizations in New England colleges.
He listed segregated churches, a
brutal police system, a racist press.
and threats of violence to those why
try to interfere with the established
order as some of the means used
to continue segregation • in Missis-
sippi.
Murph said that most of the
churches burned in Mississippi had
resigned passive members, not those
whose memberhip had been active
in the civil rights battle. Of the 37
churches burned, only 10 had been
participants in overt civil rights ac-
tion.
Murph described voter registra-
tion problems in Mississippi. Re-
quirements include copying a section
of the State Constitution, interpret-
in section and writing an
essay on the duties of a citizen. The
prospective voter must then wait two
weeks.
In a question and answer period,
Murph said NAACP was working
to improve the educational and so-
cial status of Negroes in Mississippi.
Ile summed up by saying "Youth
have made tremendous leaps. There
is nothing they won't try."
Visiting professor and folksinger
performs for full Hauck Auditorium
Ellen Sicken, a young assistant
professor from Wayne University,
treated a full house at Hauck Audi-
torium to a free two hour folksong
OLYMPIA
Portable Typewriter
World's Finest
2 Year Guarantee
FREE TRIAL
Choke of Type Style
111 Nlakes Available
Gass Office Supply Co.
138 Washington Street
Bangor
'near old Bangor-Brewer Bridge'.
Telephone 942-6789
5A,
 OUV
RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
• • •
Take-Out Service
• • •
Ample Free Parking
• • •
STATE STREET, VEAZIE
Tel. 945-6500
concert last Tuesday as part of the
Spring Arts Festival.
Dressed and posed is typical
folksinger fashion—long hair, shift,
and seated on a high stool, Miss
Stekert sang folksongs she had col-
lected herself. Miss Stekart, who is
working on her doctorate in Eng-
lish and Folklore, embellished her
songs with humorous and interesting
facts.
She has traveled extensively col-
lecting her songs, but has specialized
in recruiting them from her home
state of New York. She has re-
corded five albums ranging from
songs of the Civil War to American
lave songs and Ozark Mountain(tines
&attic Say —
4:«a. .1 PARK'S054 Cf•Ji
A milkman in North Holly-
wood had this note left forhim by one of his customers:
"Will you please let the dog
out, put up the clothes line,hang clothes in clothes bas-ket, and light papers in in-
cinerator? Thanks a lot. No
milk today."
•
Everyone hopes that Liz and
Richard enjoy their marriage
as much as they have their
honeymoon.
•
1OUR
"TRUSTWORT111"
ST(IRE
PARK'S HARDWARE8. VARIETY
NIl Sires 5 Olnn0 MAMC
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Butterfield eyes soph hopefulsBy SHELDON WHITE
The University of Maine was
able to play only five of eight
scheduled games on its southern
trip because of bad weather. Coach
Jack Butterfield was unable to do
all the experimenting he had
planned, but the NCAA Baseball
Coach of the Year was able to
make at least tentative decisions on
three of the Black Bears' trouble
spots.
"Paul Keany hit well and looked
real good at third base," according
to Butterfield, who relies on the
speedy sophomore at the hot cor-
ner. Junior Steve Sones and sopho-
more Norm Tardiff have made ear-ly claims on the other two openpositions, first base and left field.
"Keany is the fastest man on
the team, luis the best arm in ourinfield, and hits with power,"
says Butterfield. The youngsterbatted .353 on the southern
swing, leading all regulars and
giving hope that he will be able
to hit well over the entire season.
Sones played first base during
the entire trip and has more ex-
perience around the bag than Tar-
diff, although the two could end up
switching positions. Junior Dick
Kelliher was given first shot at theleft field assignment but batted only
.091 and fanned on five of eleven
trips at the plate during the tour.
Sones, on the other hand, made
a strong claim for a regular job,
JUNKBALLER TOM MURPHY
had Maine's lowest earned run
average on the southern tour
with a sparkling .000, allowing
no earned runs in the sesen in-
nings he worked in his only outing.
batting .333, as Maine won four
of five games. Although he hit
three home runs last season, Sones
batted only .203. Butterfield says,
"Sones looks better at the plate
now and may be ready and able to
couple his power with consistency
at the plate." Tardiff hit only .222,
but batted only nine times and But-
terfield considers him a solid pros-
pect.
Pitching is still a problem and
probably will remain one. Butter-
field has the MVP at Omaha last
year Joe Ferris, and junkballer Tom
Murphy, but still faces questions.
Ferris, the most valuable play-
er in the College World Series last
June, won his only start in the
southern trip and is now unde-
feated its ten decisions as a Black
Bear. Murphy also won his only
start on the trip and didn't allow
an earned run.
Behind these two, however, ex-
perience is missing, although But-
terfield thinks sophomore lefthander
Dave Ames was impressive in his
two outings. The little 135-pounder
allowed but one earned run in
nine innings.
Sophomore southpaw Glen
Ronco, another hopeful for the
third starting slot, gave up three
runs in four innings during his
only appearance. However, he washampered by poor defense, accord-ing to Butterfield, in giving up two
earned runs.
Butterfield described the weather
Maine faced on the tour as "bad forbaseball" and said he wasn't par-
ticularly worried about the low av-
erages some of the regulars posted.
Catcher Carl (Stump) Merrill,
who ran a close second for the
team batting title last year, took
up wheie he left off last spring,batting .333.
Short stop Dick Devarney hit
only .278 as opposed to .333 last
season. Center fielder Larry
Coughlin hit only .174, but washitting the ball hard, according to
the Maine mentor.
SHORTS I OP DICK Alt.NEI
batting as erage dropped Irons
.333 last year to a .278 this year
in the South, but the scrappy.
dependable shortstop is expected
to improve as the season con-
tinues.
Practice Your
GOLF DRIVING
GREEN ACRES GOLF RANGE
Outer Ohio Street
OPEN NIGHTS UNTIL 8:00 P. M.
Right fielder Ron Lanza, last
year's home run and RBI king, bat-
ted only .125 but Butterfield ex-
pects him to come around.
Maine faces a long layoff before
opening the regular season April23 when the University of Con-
necticut visits Orono for a Friday
and Saturday series.
Leaders in the batting depart-
ment were Paul Keany, who banged
out six hits in seventeen at bats for
a .353 batting average, first baseman
Steve Sones, who had five for fif-
teen at the plate for a .333 batting
average and drove in five runs, and
Carl "Stump" Merrill, who had
seven hits in twenty-one at bats for
a .333 batting average, while leading
the team in the RBI department
driving in six runs.
These were the only men over
.300 of the regulars. Sophomore
pitcher Dave Ames leads the entire
SOPHOMORE NORM TARDIFFis a good bet to gain a starting
position in left field when the
Black Bears open against Conn-
ecticut. Tardiff although inex-
perienced showed well in the
South and should help stabilize
the Bear offense and defense.
team with three hits in four at bats
for a .750 batting average. The
little southpaw has two doubles and
has driven in two runs.
Pitcher John Gillette has two for
four at the plate as a pitcher in-
cluding a double for a .500 batting
clip, while pitchers Joe Ferris and
Tom Murphy also are hitting at a
.500 clip.
In the pitching department Tom
Murphy holds the best ERA on the
team with a perfect 0.00. Ames is
a close second with a 1.00 and Gil-lette boasts a pretty 1.29 ERA.
Although Joe Ferris holds a re-
spectable 3.37 ERA, he leads the
team in strikeouts with fourteen in
the eight innings he worked on the
southern tour.
Maine outscored their southern
opponents 43 to 19 while Mainepitchers allowed only 13 earned
runs in the five games played.
Maine looked especially impressive
"STUMP" MERRILL banged out
hits again this year at a .333 bat-
ting pace and remains an old de-
pendable behind the plate.
ATTENTION 
SENIORS 
Order Caps and Gowns
at Bookstore
Before May 15 (Saturday)
cn the bases, stealing eight to their
opponents one.
Although Maine was outhit by
their opponents .270 to .262 they
banged out sixteen extra base hits
to their southern competitors eight.
HARD !FITTING LARRY COUGH-
LIN hit Maine's first and onlyhome run on the southern tour
and is expected to be near the
top this year in the RBI depart-
ment.
Italian
PIZZAS
SANDWICHES
FIREBALLS
HOAGIES
500
& up
350
200
35'
Tr -City Pizza
Broadway & Center
B GOR
945-9037
First Report on
• NEW DENTAL MIRACLE THAT WILL
END CAVITIES FOREVER
• WHY AMERICAN MEN FEAR WOMEN
• THE TRUTH ABOUT INTERRACIAL
MARRIAGE
• OUR WILD, "LIVE-IT-UP"
TEEN-AGERS
PAGEANT reflects the world about us.
Each month it brings you informative
articles, adult features, newsworthy
reports, sparkling humor. The May
issue contains more than 30 stimulat-
ing features—some provocative,
some controversial — all timely and
rewarding. Get your May issue of
PAGEANT today!
PAGEANT
AMERICA'S LIVEL EST
THOUGHT-PROVOKING
MAGAZINE
NOW ON SALE!
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Westerman looks for men
with competitive spirit
Spring football begins Motola. at I -M. and Coach Hal Wester:.
man is appealing to any interested athlete regardless of experienceto take part in the drills.
Westerman feels that there are many fine athletes around thiscampus who do not come out for football because they have had nohigh school experience, they were not all-staters or they think the
varsity is an elite, but who love competition. The grid mentor wantsthis type of athlete since it is he who pro% ides the backbone for Bearteams.
Starter or not, a man who has been a member of "Westy's Fam-ily" has gained intangible qualities: a sense of worth and a feeling
of pride in a winning team.
Westerman is not necessarily looking for 250 pound tackles,but he wants men possessing competitive spirit, who can meet the
challenge of dedication, and who are willing to contribute somethingto the school and to themselves.
Spring football gives a candidate an opportunity to learn funda-
mentals. to be appraised, and to decide whether he should return tothe fall camp.
Those wishing to participate this spring should see Westerman
or one of the grid coaches before Monday's 4:00 se•sion.
Dorm and fraternity tennis
matches under way in April
Intramural Tennis. Non. Fra-
ternity Division consists of seven
teams this year. Those playing the
first round are: HHH vs. Aroostook
2: Gannett 3 vs. Corbett 2; and
Chadbourne 3 vs. Aroostook 3.
Stodder I. as the seventh team,
drew a bye the first round.
Round one must be completed
before May 6. The winners of this
round must complete the second
round before May 11 and the third
round must be completed before
Saturday. May 15.
(Ti Aroostook 3. (C) Bob
Plaisted. (It) 328. ( P ) 866-7548;
(Ti Aroostook 2. (C) John Sul-
livan. (12) 220. (13) 866-7361: (T)
Corbett 2, (C) Phil Roy. (R) 233,
(P) 866-7496; (T) Chadbourne 3.
(C John Chapin, (R) 314, (P) 866-
7489; (T) Stodder 1, Jim Tivou-
moulas. (R) 107. (P) 866-7263:
(T) Gannett 3, (C) Dave Cail.
(R) 321, (P) 866-7494; (T) Han-
nibal Hamlin, (C) Gil Chase. (R)
108, (P) 866-7673.
(T)-Team; (C)-Captain; (R)-
Room: (P)-Phone
In the fraternity division of in-
tramural tennis PEK will face TEP;
Dorm favorites in
bowling semifinals
Cumberland "A.., the favorite,
Hannibal Hamlin' Gannett, and
Aroostook Halls survived the quar-
ter-finals in the Dormitory Bowling
League roll-offs, last Thursday
night.
Cumberland "A" rolled a high
single of 491, a high for the year,
and a three string total of 1298.just 24 pins short of their record
this year.
The semi-finals were held Mon-
day with Aroostook meeting Cum-
berland "A", and Hannibal Hamlin
rolling against Gannett. Both
matches were at 6 p.m. The win-
ners of these matches will meet to-
night at eight for the !ague cham-
pionship.
UNIV. MOTOR INN
M. MNI ROOM
Easter
Dinners
Served
12-6 P.M.
(all for Reservation
8664921
SC vs. SPE: TKE, vs. PMD; LCA
‘s. ATO; PGD vs. KS; and PKS,
vs. TC. DTD and BTP drew byes
for the first round. All teams must
complete their first round by April
29. the second by May 6, the third
by May 11. and the final round be-
fore May 15.
Fraternity Captain Phone
SC David lvers 866-4465
ATO Cobb Blake 866-2380
BTP Ron Russell 866-4428
DTD R. Ladd 866-4457KS Reggie Dyer 866-2594
LCA Doug Benning 866-4434
PEK Bill Gillette 866-2426
PGD Bob Harrison 866-4421
PKS Tom Hardcastle 866-4479
PMD Don Logan 866-4400
SPE Ron Rizer 866-4401
TC Larry Hamilton 866-4486
TKE Brian Ames 866-2401
TEP James Baker 866-4459
REMODELING
SALE
•
CLEAN-UP
PRICES
ON
EVERYTHING
UNIVERSITY
MOTOR INN
• 30 Modern Deluxe Units
• Adjacent To University
Of Maine Campus
• TV
• V. all To Wall Carpeting
Full Restaurant Reservations
1.11.1, 866-4921 ORONO
PKS beats TEP;
PMD takes honors
Second place PKS knocked off
ninth place Cinderella team TEP to
win the Interfraternity Bowling
League rolloff last Thursday.
PKS had strings of 399, 394, and
391 to beat strings of 382, 381, and
383 for TEP. PKS, winning 5-0
had Lennie Dicarlo as high man
with a 317. Reggie Halpern rolled
a high of 312 for TEP.
Although PKS won the rolloff
and TC won the league trophy,
PMD took nearly all the individual
honors. High team singles went to
PMD along with TEP for a 442
total. PMD took high team three
with a 1281.
Don Logan of PMD carriedhome all the individual honors ashe averaged 106.57, rolled a high
single of 146, and a high three of407.
Averages, as compared to lastyear's, were extremely low. This
can be attributed to the replacement
of the old wooden pins by the newplastic pins. By next year averages
should go up and the top ten aver-
ages are all expected to exceed onehundred.
The top ten averages for this year
were:
I. Logan PMD 106.57
2. Simonton SC 100.84
3. Howe PKS 100.77
4. Henry TC 99.62
5. Downs ATO 99.59
6. Lowell TC 97.74
7. Dolloff TC 97.26
8. McLeod ATO 97.00
9. Richardson SPE 96.65
10. Halpern TEP 96.88
Fraternities start
indoor softball
The Indoor Softball Elimination
Tournament in the Fraternity Di-
vision got under way this Tuesday
with the following teams facing
each other: PEK vs. SPE, PKS
vs. BTP, PGD vs. SN, PMD vs.
TC, DTI) vs. TKE, ATO vs. AGR,
LCA vs. TEP, and SC vs. KS.
After Tuesdays contests eight
teams were eliminated leaving eight
teams for the quarter-finals.
The quarter finals take place
Thursday, April 22. Games are
scheduled at 6:00, 7:00, 8:00, and
9:00 p.m.
THE ALPS...made in Italy by FABIANOHandmade Imported Boots for
For Men or Women.
SJede Rock Climbing and
Hiking Boot. Leatherlined, Padded Quarter and
Tongue, Vibram lug soles.
Men's N and 1-6 to 12(Cocoa Brown only). Ladies
M-5 to thin these Fashion
Colors #4364 - Cocoa
Brown, #436I - Green.
#4362--Red. #4365 .--
Gras,
Write for Free Brochure
FABIANO SHOE CO., INC.
Dept. MC, South Station
Boston 10, Mass.
the Outdoor Man and Woman...
STYLE j436
$14.95
phis postage
* (1iaitiit.
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING
ORONO
46
SMART GIRLS
PLAN EARLY
FOR
SUMMER
rWhite Stage
Sail the route of the fun-loving in
White Stag's Bowline shirt of
stretch cotton knit. Glorious
Americana colors of regatta red,
white, or navy, with contrasting
piping. Sizes S-M-L at just $4.00.
Match then with incomparable
White Stag bermudas of stretch
cotton sailcloth. Sizes 10 to 16
at $6.00.
MAINE'S OUTSTANDING COLLEGE SHOP
V a,.
th
Goi
Ill TIIER1
BODGE
JEWET
PICKAR
Eagles
for col
Monday
Eagles ran
dormitories
stunned fresl
The awn
10:30 p.m.
in York Hal'
Next yea
group yet,
night at th
Banquet.
The Camj
da Carr was
The new
Joyce At
Pat Arbour
Beaulieu,
Carr, Betsy
Ann Grove
Inman, Cin
land, Bonn!
Chris Pipe'
Stone, M
Strong, lea
Dianne Vie
da Woolley
